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in itch states a tent office. 
WILLIAM H. POLLARD, OF SENECA FALLS, NEW YORK, ASSIGNOR TO 

JAMES H. GOULD, OF THE SAME PLACE, 
Letters Patent No. 65,428, dated June 4, 1867. 

IMPROVEMENT IN AXLE-BOX, 
-- 

Ebe Schchate refer to in these Setters atcht Ami making part of the same. 

TO ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCERN : 
Be it known that I, WILLIAM. H. PoILARD, of Seneca Falls, in the county of Seneca, and State of New 

York, have invented a certain new and useful Improvement in Axle-Skein Boxes; and I do hereby declare that 
the following is a full and exact description thereof, reference being had to the accompanying drawings, making 
part of this specification. 

Figure 1 is a sectional elevation of my improved axle-skein and box. 
Figure 2, an elevation of the box removed from place. 
Like letters of reference indicate corresponding parts in both figures. 
My invention consists in providing the box with circumferential corrugations for holding firmly in the 

hub, as hercin after set forth. 
As represented in the drawings A is the ordinary axle-skein, B the box, and C the nut that holds them 

together. The box is provided with circumferential corrugations a a, preferably at opposite ends. It is also 
provided with corrugated feathers or ribs, b b, extending longitudinally, as clearly shown. Thus arranged, 
when the box is wedged into the hub, the wood sets down over the corrugations and holds the box firmly in 
place. The corrugations on the feathers or ribs, which prevent the box from turning, also form teeth that hold 
firm in the wood and give additional security to the contact. The box thus corrugated is easily formed of cast 
iron, and very cheaply made. In this respect it is far superior to boxes having a screw for forcing into and 
holding in the wood. Where a screw is used, not only is it difficult to make, but as it must enter longitudinally 
or diagonally, the box is constantly working out endwise, and is very insecure. In my device, the corrugations 
being situated crosswise or at right angles to the axis, there is no difficulty from this source. 

I do not claim a box having a screw upon its periphery for holding in the hub, as I am aware that the 
same is not new. What I claim as my invention, and desire to secure by Letters Patent, is 

The box A, provided with the corrugations a a, operating in connectioll with the hub, as herein set forth. 
In witness whereof I have hereunto signed my name in the presence of two subscribing witnesses. 

WM. H. POLLARD. 
Witnesses: 

C. O. WHARTENLY, 
Joi IN McCABE, 


